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CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

APPROACH

Target TV viewers who most frequently watch MLB
programming across key networks, including Fox Sports 1, 
Fox Sports, ESPN, TBS, and MLB Network

Measure tune-in lift to client network from mobile ad targeting

METHODOLOGY: HOW DOES IT WORK?

Tune-In Lift: In partnership with Rentrak, PlaceIQ
measured the lift in tune-in to the client’s network
between control and exposed MLB viewer audiences

PIQ Analytics uncovered new behavioral insights 
about target audience such as demographics, dining, 
shopping, and entertainment patterns

RESULTS

Targeted advertising to MLB viewers resulted in a 
+24.4% increase in new viewership to the network

MLB viewers exposed to an ad spent an incremental 
+ 9 MINUTES watching the network

Targeting Measurement

Client determines targeted audience to measure, as well as the network for tune-in conversion. A control group is implemented 
(audiences NOT exposed to an ad). PlaceIQ serves mobile ads to target tiles (exposed group). Rentrak measures tune-in levels to 
the target network across both groups to determine lift. Through PIQ Analytics, new insights are uncovered

DATA-BASED INSIGHTS

The network learned previously unknown behaviors
about their target audience. They are more likely to be:

              age 34+, caucasian
              middle income households
              married or live in family households
              discount family shopping like Costco
              dine at QSR restaurants like Arby’spowered by

Target mobile users on 
smartphone and tablets from
households who frequently 
watch Major League Baseball 
(based on Rentrak set-top-
box data)

Deliver relevant message that 
would drive user to a video

PlaceIQ home dwell 
targeting for MLB Viewers

Targeting Visualization

Media Storm and major sports network uses PIQ PrimeTime to target TV viewers and 
measure Tune-In

“We worked with PlaceIQ and Rentrak to develop a unique 
application of their technology to drive real, measurable 
results in tune-in and are looking forward to employing this 
technology for all of our entertainment clients.”

                        – Charlie Fiordalis
                            Managing Director of Digital at Media Storm


